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This is what we found in our investigations:
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Dark field images:
The experimental set-ups and procedures are standardised for all our investigations, see
block 1. Clearly summarised:
The subject appears to be sober, with a minimum of 8 hours' restriction on food.
1. blood collection
2. blood collection after 6 minutes of irradiation by cordless phone or mobile phone
3. blood collection immediately afterwards
Sober after a 6-minute mobile phone call 1 min after application of bion.pad
4. application of a bion-tec informed pad to any part of the body

Sober

after 6-minute mobile
phone call

1 min after application of
bion.pad

For better measurability for thermal imaging we chose the bion-pad with the dimensions
24x12 cm, which we positioned in the shoulder-neck area. The amount of quartz in this pad
is approximately the same as the amount of Alpha Tauri T-shirt used for testing.
Standardised procedure for thermal images:
1. room temperature is kept constant at 24°C +/- 0.5°C
2. the test person is at rest in the room with bare upper body ½ hour before and during the
entire measuring process, is sober for at least 8 hours and has not come into contact with
bion-tec-informed mineral products for that long.
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Input picture: The colour scale on the side
shows the temperatures between 27°C and
35°C The skin temperature is between 29°C
and 32.6°C.

After a 6-minute phone call, the entire
upper body has warmed up.

After applying the bion-pad (6 min) the
warming has increased further.

10 min after removal of the bion-pad the
temperature has increased even further
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Within an additional half hour a further
increase occurred

Discussion: The harmfulness of electromagnetic radiation is claimed in thousands of studies.
For example, ultrashort overheating is repeatedly cited as the cause of the manifold damage
to all cell structures.
Of course, all energies can also be converted into heat. And thus - unfortunately in ignorance
of an only insufficiently known type of energy - the harmful overheating theory would be
plausible.
All electromagnetic waves emit scalar waves with the same frequencies. The scalar waves
cannot be measured with school physics instruments, but they are clearly existent. (For
proof see block 1!).
We do not recognise any harmfulness of the electromagnetic energy (transverse waves), but
with proven certainty the harmfulness of their emitted scalar waves (monopolar linear
longitudinal waves).
Now all life consists of cosmic scalar waves and is maintained, determined, transformed and
renewed by them. The human being lives to about 1/3 or less from food, better food, and up
to about ¾ from the cosmic scalar waves (bipolar natural logarithmic longitudinal waves).
All atoms, molecules, cell organelles, cells, organs, structures, whole bodies and their aura
are in energetic harmony with each other in the bipolar natural logarithmic scalar waves!
However, as the monopolar scalar waves are linearly related to each other, they are not
compatible with the bipolar logarithmic waves of the cosmos. Of course there are matches
of both wavelengths in corresponding mathematical areas.
The radiation intensity of cosmic scalar waves is ultra weak! The radiation intensity of
technical scalar waves can be stronger - depending on distance - but it is still ultra-weak.
This leads to a 2nd point of attack in many studies: If the cosmic energy already warms the
body and keeps it in motion down to the smallest structures, then the technical scalar waves
would also have to generate heat, see confirmation between Figures 1 and 2.
They do so, but only indirectly, by forcing the harmony of all life structures to increased
activity. For this purpose, the cosmic scalar waves are increased in intensity, either directly
or via "long-term amplifiers" = food or foodstuffs. One should always be aware of what all
matter consists of, namely compressed cosmic scalar logarithmic energy. Every atom from
food is retained and will thus sooner or later be excreted again! In the end, every biological
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structure lives and is maintained purely from cosmic energy! So if atoms and molecules from
food are used for cell building or cell renewal instead of being excreted, this happens in an
exchange process. No matter is consumed!
So far, the question why the ultra-weak technical scalar wave emission heats the whole body
has not yet been plausibly proven. We also lack a comparison of both scalar wave types and
then we come to the plausible solution.
Artificially generated scalar waves
monopolar longitudinal waves
waves running into infinity
intensity decreasing with distance
linear Variability

Cosmic scalar waves
bipolar longitudinal waves
standing waves
same intensity in the cosmos
natural logarithmic hyperbolic, scaleinvariant spectrum
Conversion into kinetic energy with infinite
speed

Conversion into kinetic energy at the speed
of light

1. a bipolar scalar wave is a standing wave in the cosmos The body can draw as much energy
from it as it wants. But it can never interrupt or even consume the wave, so it would no
longer be a standing (!) wave.
2 All prime numbers (=origin numbers) are natural-logarithmic units in the cosmos. One can
also say that the cosmos is "prime-coded".
3. the monopolar scalar wave is a metric wave, which in contrast to the logarithmic bipolar
wave is "destroyed", i.e. converted.
4. as examples for point 2 and 3 the numbers from 1 to 20 are listed:
5. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
Bold marked are the prime numbers, i.e. the original numbers which are only divisible by 1
or themselves.
6. what does the body energy=cosmic logarithmic scalar energy do with the wave
dimensions of the incompatible linear waves in order to convert them, for example, into
prime number dimensions? He divides them, e.g. the 4 into 2x2 (thus obtaining 2 prime
numbers) or 6 = 2x3, 8 = 2x2x2, 10 = 2x5, 12 = 2x2x3, 14 = 2x7, 16 = 2x2x2x2, 18 = 2x3x3, 20
= 2x2x5. Understandably, this means an increase in energy for the body.
Note: It does not matter whether we give dimensions to the numbers (mm, cm, m, km, etc.)
The ratio remains the same.
Ergo: Perhaps we could wish for this increase in energy for the body. Unfortunately,
however, most of the dimensions of the body structures listed above are outside the
dimensions of these artificially generated scalar waves! This is the reason why structural
damage to the entire body water, cell organelles and cells can occur.
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Intensity and duration of applied technical scalar waves and the body's resilience determine
the point in time of the body or organ damage and/or the psychomental system as well as
the damage of all symbiotic germs!
The reader only has to look at the darkfield images 1 and 2 again. The "disturbance" of the
red blood cells should be warning enough, even if one should feel just as comfortable during
the cohesion (money roll formation) of the red blood cells. The application of bion-tecinformed minerals clearly counteracts the artificial harmful wave application, as is confirmed
by the dark field and thermal imaging images in our comparison.
Thermal images with textiles

Input picture
skin temperature up to 32,6°C

After a 6-minute mobile phone call,
increase the skin temperature to 33.2°C

A folded T-shirt with coated bion-tecinformed quartz powder was applied for 6
min: further increase of skin temperature
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After 5 min further temperature rise

After about half an hour skin temperature
higher than visible in the initial image
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In 2004, a Japanese medical research institute sent us thermal images with a bion-pad of the
same size, which had not been changed until then, but without an E-smog test. The pictures
are always fascinating and speak for themselves. We see the application of bion-tec
informed minerals as a fundamental therapy of any other therapy.

The sequence of images clearly shows the warming of the entire upper body (including the
upper extremities) after removal of the bion-pad. An increase in warming also takes place
within two hours (last picture).
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In further trials a bion-tec mineral-coated T-shirt - like the bion-pad before it - was placed
folded together on the shoulder and neck area. The effect was identical to the bion-pad.
The effect is just as reliable.
For the darkfield examination, just tapping the T-shirt with a finger for 1 minute is sufficient
to ensure an optimised = optimal behaviour of the red blood cells.
In dozens of examples, the dark field images of bion-tec-informed textiles are identical to
those of bion-pads!
Note: To date (end of 2020) the great importance of permanently informed quartz powders
for the cell metabolism of all life has not yet been recognised by the major cloth industries.
This does not only refer to the fundamental cell protection against E-smog, but also to the
vibrations of all biological systems that are in fundamental harmony with the cosmic
frequencies.
By means of a patent, the powders can be incorporated into all fabrics without any
perceptible difference, in clothing, upholstered furniture, bed linen, shoe insoles, bandages,
etc. etc. They can even be sintered into microfibres (in a previously liquid state). And much
more can be achieved with the informed quartzes. Those interested will find this in the
further texts from www.ibit.gmbh.
Critical note: Great things are being done worldwide at the medical research base. Here,
healing or, as far as possible, considerable improvement is being sought and in many cases
has been achieved for a long time. The majority of the population knows nothing about this.
Another part is made insecure. The big pharmaceutical industry "has the say", as Horst
Seehofer already argued publicly in 2004. Their advice on medical legislation is not exactly
ethically guided.
In my opinion, tens of thousands of deaths caused by drugs in Germany alone every year are
evidence of poor ethics. In an American study in 2005, for example, a good third of
pharmaceutical researchers admitted to having published criminal research results at least
once before. The annual death toll of tens of thousands of consumers in Germany alone
could also fit this description!
At the medical and therapeutic research base, which includes IBIT, there have been
treatment options for decades which, for the above-mentioned reasons, cannot be
developed due to increasingly strict regulations in the Medical Products Act (MPG).
Although IBIT had repeatedly drawn the attention of broadcasters and mobile phone
manufacturers to the need for e-smog protection for more than 7 billion people, no
response was even forthcoming.
Although IBIT had pointed out the need for concrete protection (e.g. upholstery fabrics or
the fitting of informed pads on the backs of the upholstery) to all car companies because of
the electronics emitting harmful radiation in all vehicles, we received an answer from only
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one, which was, as expected, negative. They believe to protect the occupants by shielding
the electromagnetic radiation by e.g. aluminium or carbon nets. But these are - as especially
proven in block 1 - not the ill-making component!
When will we finally understand what the ominous electrosmog really is?
When will we understand the natural and artificial scalar waves that were experimentally
proven in Russia 35 years ago?
How can we researchers ethically support all life at the basis?

This is how it has presented itself to us, and we recommend permanent protection against
the artificially generated scalar waves (electrosmog) to every human being.
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